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that you can search anywhere - she information comes to 
you. " ICE understands the value oC one-to-one servicing by 
combining traditional busmm philosophy with an 
integrated new me& stratew. 

For companies interested in w o h g  with digital 
techn010~, it is recommended that new media become an 
integral pan of their communications plan. Grobkn 
suggesrs that new media could be used to train employees 
on a new product, document a CEO's speech or used on a 
corporate Intranet site to encourage and enhance the flow 
of information w i h n  an organization. 

message to a panicular 
audience. 

Perhaps the most powerthl 
tool new media can offer 
communimtors is the capability 
to communicate a story Information 
designers can design system which use 
sound, visuals and text to enhance the user experience. In 
the new world of hgital brands, people will be able to add 
entertainment value to a message. The most successful 
brands wilt be those which mn cut through the clutter by 
invoking key emotions in the minds of the buyer. This 

Communimtors have a wide range of new media s01utions 
emotional response on part of the buyer will lead i a  action in 

to choose Eram. A company can choose to deliver a 
the Form of a product/service purchase, or the understanding 

masage through the Internet, Intmet, CD-ROM, e-mail 
of a key message. 

or even through a virtual press ht. The type of applimtion 
chosen will depend on which type of message the 
communicator is trylng to send to his or her audience. Is 
the purpose of the message to promote a new brand to be 
sold over the Internet? Wdl the company's Web site have to 
be redesigned to effectively d l  this message? Is it a 
motivational message to be imparted to its employees on 
an Intranet site? Is the purpose of the message to educate a 
companyh extemat/inlemal clienw on a new product or 
service? 

One of the key areas of importance for communicators to 
consider is the target audience's accessibility to techn010gy. 
According to Mursic and Meridew, it is important to study 
your audience. For companies with locations in remote 
areas, a new media mution could be the most cost- 
effective solution. They stress the importance of designing 
navigation systems which are easy to use and take 
advantage of visuals to tell a particular story 

As Grobisen says, "stories are about bringing the audience 
into your message." By creating a sense of excitement, you 
can make a better connection with your audience. 
Communicators mn use n w  media to bring back the 
magid dimension needed to give a company, product or 
service a unique personality Stories can help you connect 
with people at t hw  Fundarnend levels. Why not recreate 
the magic of your company by documenting its history on 
CD-ROM? What about using animared characters to teach 
employees important lessons from the field? Perhaps the 
Founder of the company has an inspirational gory which 
would help employees redmover heir 'roots'. An 
organization could then broadcast these stories over the 
Internet, or integrate them with its htranet site. 

Every business story is a human story A story unites 
individuals with a collective identity and mates a sense of 
belongmg. This enhances the feeling of community among 

ICE takes a team approach to desigrung a new media 
strategy. Teams consist of seven or eight key speclalists 
from a wide range of backgrounds including marketing, 
creative writing, information architecture, technology, web 
design and an direction. They understand that success lies 
in developing an integrated and consistent approach to 
strategy. To t>e successful, says Meridew, "you must 
understand how people think." 

Grobisen also SL- the fact that the communicadons 
objective musr suit the available techn010gy Not everybody 

target audiences and builds loyalty to a company or brand. 
Wheaas traditional research methods such as focus p u p s  
may Eail to deliver the right information to information 
seekers on several grounds, rrsearchers have round that by 
encouraging people to tell stories, the 'inner metaphols' or 
emotional reasons behind their buylng decisions are brought 
out into the open. These 'metaphors' can then be used and 
translated into the design of a more effective 
communications strategy. 

According to Mursic and Meridew, the key to successful 
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